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Interior designer Brianna Sandstrom certainly knows how 
to bring the drama. This kitchen design was sparked by her 
client’s request for a strong colour palette. “It’s exciting 
when a client’s vision is bold; there is an instant creative 
licence,” she muses. 

The cabinetry (painted in Dulux ‘Spiralina’) perfectly 
complemented the otherwise neutral palette, Brianna 
explains. “It was important to make sure the green 
cabinetry wasn’t overpowering. I balanced it out by pairing 
it with a monochromatic scheme. The white island with 
the refined black steel frame and natural stone benchtop 
is a lovely fresh contrast in front of the green joinery. I 
felt it was important to use a natural stone slab with fluid 
movement to soften the space.” 

“We didn’t want the kitchen appliances to be a feature; 
installing dark joinery around them allowed them to 
disappear,” Brianna adds. “The dark joinery is also tied back 
into the black steel island frame, as well as linking to other 
structural elements of the home, such as windows and 
hardware.”

5.  DRAMATIC

Dulux ‘Spirulina’

Paint it

CONTRASTS H O P  T H E  L O O K  Kitchen joinery 
by 7-3 Design & Joinery; pendant light 
from LAAL; stools from Grazia&Co.
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Walnut and gold handle 

(128mm) $13.91 etsy.com/

shop/MaeloveCrafts
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Linear Standard ‘Sense’ 

handles from $21 

linearstandard.com.au

ABI Interiors ‘Rappana’ 

cabinetry pull extended 

(100mm) in brushed brass 

abiinteriors.com.au

43

handles
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KITCHEN IDEAS

ABI Interiors ‘Elysian’ sensor commercial 

pull-out kitchen mixer in brushed brass 

$929.90 abiinteriors.com.au

Keep germs at bay in the kitchen with a sensor tap 
like this pull-out mixer from ABI Interiors (pictured 

below), which works touch-free. It’s operated 
with an easily adjustable infrared sensor and 

has a 30-second cut-off safety feature, which 
also improves water efficiency. This all-in-one 

kitchen mixer comes with a pull-out mixer and a 
360-degree swivel spout function.

4.  SENSOR

TAPWARE

IKEA ‘Begripa’ handles in 

white (130mm) $6 (2 pack) 

ikea.com.au


